
PREPARATION

Study
Look over the guideline for the group discussion and ask the Holy Spirit to lead you.

Pray
Pray for the members of your group and their openness to Godʼs word.

Landing Point
The Lord is our Good Shepherd and provides ultimate comfort no matter the circumstance. 

GROUP DISCUSSION
CONFIDENTIALITY | Whatʼs said in the group stays in the group.

NO CROSS-TALK | Be considerate of others as they share. Refrain from side conversations and texting during group time.

NO FIXING | We are not in the group to fix each other. Jesus does that part.

SHARING | Be sensitive to the amount of time you share. Donʼt talk too much or too little. Every person brings something
valuable to the group.

INTRODUCTION
Marriage is designed by God and He gave us a blueprint so that we can find deep joy and fulfillment in our side by side
journey with our spouse. One of the key steps in building a marriage that will last is navigating the new relational dynamic
found between ourselves, our spouse, our parents and our in-laws. Ted shared 5 key boundaries to establish, communicate
and honor so that we can create the best environment for thriving, biblical relationships.

DEEPER DIVE

Prioritize Your Spouse Over Your Parents
Have you ever gotten things out of order? Maybe it was putting together a piece of furniture or cooking a new recipe?
Perhaps you focused too much on one aspect or didn't realize a key component was missing? We've all been there. Genesis
2:24 calls for the man to leave his father and mother and start new with his wife. Sounds simple, but it can get complicated.

Q - Share a time that your priorities got "out of line."

Q - What are some specific things that make you feel prioritized in a relationship? 
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Never Compare Your Spouse to Your Parent
"Comparison is the thief of joy." Despite this reality, we live our lives comparing. We compare ourselves to others via social
media. We compare items as we shop online. And it creeps into the relationships that matter the most to us. In 1 Corinthians
12:12-31 we see the early church struggling with comparison.

Q - Why do you think we as people get stuck in the comparison trap?

Q - What are some ways to affirm the unique gifts and abilities of those closest to us?

 

 

Don't Allow Extended Family to Make Decisions for Your Marriage
Read Genesis 2:24. A marriage is the creation of a new family that is independent of the old family. There needs to be
physical, emotional and spiritual space between the family you left and the family you are creating.

Q - Why is it so key for this separation to exist? What can happen if it doesn't?

Q- What would be some next steps to help build this boundary if it doesn't currently exist?
 

Don't Take Personal Responsibility for a Parent's Feelings, Words and Actions 
An important key in successful, healthy relationships-especially in a conflict, is knowing what is our personal part, the part
of the other person and what is God's part. Things can get sideways when we take responsibility for anything other than
"our part."  

Q - Is there a specific time or scenario when you tend to take ownership of someone else's part? Or God's part?  

Q - What are some questions that you can ask to see if you are taking ownership in an area that doesn't belong to you?

Stop Obeying but Never Stop Honoring Your Parents
God gives us the command to honor our father and mother in Exodus 20 and Paul affirms the command and notes the
promise that comes with it in Ephesians 6. Clearly, this command doesn't end once we get married. But walking the fine line
of honoring, but still maintaining autonomy can be a challenge. 

Q - When you think of honoring your parents, what comes to mind? 

Q - Honor and obedience can be tricky to distinguish between. How would you define the difference between the two?

As your group time comes to a close spend time praising through prayer. Lead your group to pray by thanking God for who He is and how
He's blessed you. 
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